SR 99/148th St SW VIC to Evergreen Way Q&A
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Question - On page one of the SR 99/148th St SW VIC to Evergreen Way – Corridor Improvement RFQ, there is a link at the bottom that doesn’t appear to be working:

Note: Additional material regarding this project is available at
\wsdot\resources\Topics\Publish\FTP\Data\incoming\SR 99_148th St SW VIC to Evergreen Way

Would you mind sending over the correct link?

Answer- The link to additional information-
\wsdot\resources\Topics\Publish\FTP\Data\incoming\SR 99_148th St SW VIC to Evergreen Way

Question- Our firm is currently reviewing the RFQ for WSDOT SR 99-148th St SW Corridor Improvements. Page 1 references project scope outline of the initial project work attached as Attachment A. Can you please clarify where this document can be located, as not in FTP link provided?

Answer- Attachment A added to the FTP site 20 July 2022.

Question- Scoring Criteria 2C: Qualifications of Proposed Project Manager. States ‘WSDOT expects the Project Manager to be available for co-location at the WSDOT NW Region Headquarters office, located at 15700 Dayton Avenue N, Shoreline, WA upon request. The Project Manager is expected to attend virtual meetings weekly for management status updates and issue tracking. Provide a commitment to co-location and virtual meetings for the duration of this project.’

Can you please clarify what percentage of the week the Project Manager is required to be co-located at WSDOT offices? (i.e. one day per week?) The co-location requirement seems to be inconsistent with the virtual meetings commitment for the project.

Answer- The physical co-location requirement is “upon request,” thus it will be an agreement between the WSDOT project team and Project Manager on which day(s) to meet at the Dayton building. WSDOT is still currently allowing 100% remote work. Meaning, WSDOT would not require the PM to sit in an empty office building.